
Executive Summary

A year ago the financial crisis that shocked nations around the 

world into a global economic recession dragged Canada down 

with it. In very short order, Canada’s economy deteriorated 

from a state of robust expansion to a condition of severe crisis. 

Canada experienced the largest contraction in nominal GDP 

since the end of World War II, a 50% increase in unemploy-

ment within a year, and unprecedented financial instability. 

Canadians are eagerly awaiting signs of a rebound.

For months, some analysts have been claiming that full-

fledged recovery is imminent. Certainly the financial sector is 

demonstrating considerable optimism: investors have bid up 

the Canadian stock market by more than 50% since March; 

bank profits are strong and growing. But a thorough review of 

Canada’s economic indicators suggests the road to economic 

recovery will be a long and winding one. It also indicates the 

need for a firm and steady federal government commitment 

to actively support Canada’s economic recovery. In a world 

where business, export, and household spending have all been 

contracting, government is the only actor left to keep the eco-

nomic engines running. Despite Harper minority government 

claims that its January 2009 stimulus plan is working, there is 

growing evidence that more robust interventions are needed, 

and soon.

Part one of this study, by CAW Economist and CCPA Re-

search Associate Jim Stanford, examines the state of Canada’s 

economy and concludes Canada is still far from a genuine eco-

nomic recovery. Stanford evaluates 10 critical indicators and 

notices a troubling trend: Canada’s private sector is still con-

tracting. The normal leading engines of economic expansion 

in Canada’s market economy — business investment, construc-

tion, and exports — have not re-established a positive trajec-

tory since last year’s economic shock. Private sector output 

and job creation is shrinking, not growing. Only the public sec-

tor is growing. Exports of goods and services fell by over 8% 

in the second quarter alone (and by a stunning 27% year over 

year). Exports fell another 5% in August. Business investment 

is also still declining rapidly. Substantive injections of spending 
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The amount of funds marshalled to provide liquidity to the 

banks is staggering. The Harper minority government has ef-

fectively funded all net new mortgages in Canada since August 

20081 and the federal government now owns approximately 

7% of all Canadian residential mortgages. As a result, highly 

profitable private financial institutions continued to reap multi-

billion dollar profits throughout the duration of Canada’s re-

cession. Yet consumer borrowing has slowed to a snail’s pace 

and business borrowing continues to contract, weakening the 

prospects for new business capital spending. This suggests 

that while the financial rescue package certainly protected 

the banks, it did not succeed in fully protecting Canadians’ 

access to credit.

In the fiscal arena, the Harper minority government’s re-

sponse to the crisis — in contrast to its quick and powerful 

interventions to support the banks — has been grudging and 

slow. Harper’s February 2009 stimulus package amounts to 

$18 billion for 2009–10,2 paling in comparison to the potential 

$200 billion financial sector bailout and falling well short of the 

International Monetary Fund recommendation that govern-

ments spend 2% of GDP on stimulus. Yet even this announced 

spending has been slow to flow, bound up in layers of delays 

and red tape that may be jeopardizing Canada’s economic re-

covery. For example, total federal spending during the first 

half of 2009 increased by only 2.1% compared to a year ago.

To assess the effectiveness of Canada’s stimulus package, 

Macdonald breaks down the elements of the Harper minority 

government’s modest spending increase. He isolates spending 

on infrastructure projects most likely to directly create jobs 

and stimulate activity to counteract the 2008–09 recession. 

Compared to indirect stimulus measures such as tax cuts, loans 

to auto companies, and pre-announced or automatic increases 

in federal transfer payments and social programs, Macdonald 

finds the Harper government’s infrastructure stimulus efforts 

have fallen short of what’s needed. Federal stimulus spending 

on infrastructure projects most likely to create new jobs in 

Canada when it needed it most — during the first five months 

of the current fiscal year (from April to August 2009) — went 

up by only $1.9 billion compared to the same period a year ago. 

Only 22% of promised budget increases in key job-creating 

areas had been spent during the first five months of this year. 

This very small spending increase in infrastructure stimulus 

that was most likely to directly create new jobs amounts to 

about one-tenth of one percent of Canada’s GDP.

Chart 1 illustrates just how insignificant the government’s 

infrastructure stimulus spending has been.

power from the public sector are still required to offset sagging 

private sector activity in Canada. Yet the Harper minority gov-

ernment is already planning its exit from the world of stimulus, 

anticipating the phase-out of most of its spending initiatives.

Household incomes are stagnant and without increased 

government transfers would be falling. Labour force participa-

tion is dropping notably. Consumer spending is barely holding 

its own. Credit conditions continue to tighten for businesses. 

Prices are falling, a sign of continuing profound weakness in 

demand. Indeed, if this deflationary pattern becomes rooted, 

it can create a self-reinforcing contraction in prices and in-

comes. While the frightening fall in output and employment 

that occurred in the wake of last fall’s financial meltdown has 

clearly levelled out, on the basis of the full set of economic 

indicators, Stanford concludes that Canada’s economy has not 

yet turned the corner.

Every Canadian is hoping for economic recovery to arrive 

sooner rather than later. This evaluation of key economic in-

dicators reveals that Canada’s public sector — three levels of 

government, including public entities financed by government 

such as education and health care — has become the only en-

gine of growth: the only source of new investment and pur-

chasing power to stimulate the second-order spending and 

job creation that is a prerequisite for an economic recovery. 

This public sector rescue effort was not enough to prevent or 

offset the private sector recession. The traditional engines of 

private sector expansion — investment, exports, and construc-

tion — continue to stall. Public investment has been essential to 

stabilizing Canada’s economy. Without it, Canada would have 

fallen deeper into recession. More is needed to steer Canada 

through to recovery.

Part two of this study, by CCPA Alternative Federal Budget 

Coordinator David Macdonald, evaluates the effectiveness of 

the Harper minority government’s response to the economic 

crisis and concludes it was not up to the task.

Ottawa’s rescue of Canadian banks and other financial insti-

tutions a year ago was quick and massive. While Prime Minister 

Stephen Harper was insisting to the world that Canada’s banks 

were sound, his minority government was busy handing them 

one of the biggest industry support packages in Canadian his-

tory. For example, since October 2008, the Harper minority 

government purchased $65.5 billion worth of residential mort-

gages from Canadian banks, and auctions are continuing to a 

potential promised maximum of $125 billion. Combined with 

other financial measures, the potential intervention could total 

$200 billion.
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corporate loans, and pre-announced or automatic increases 

in social spending, we conclude its fiscal effort has actually 

weakened.

The U.S. government, in contrast, has done a far better 

job of increasing federal government expenditures to combat 

economic contraction. During the first half of 2009, the U.S. 

federal government increased its total spending by 14.5% com-

pared to a year ago. Canada’s federal government increased 

its total spending during the same period by only 2.1%. By this 

measure, America’s federal stimulus effort is outpacing ours 

by a ratio of 7 to 1.

Meanwhile, those hit hardest by Canada’s recession — hun-

dreds of thousands of newly unemployed Canadians and mil-

lions of fearful pensioners — have been less supported than 

in any other economic downturn since the Great Depression.

Infrastructure stimulus spending is the most likely of gov-

ernment investments to create jobs during an economic down-

turn, but actual infrastructure stimulus spending in Canada to 

date in this recession pales dramatically in comparison to the 

massive funds marshalled for the financial sector. The scale 

of the different stimulus interventions speaks volumes of the 

federal government’s priorities during the economic crisis.

Federal spending in crucial infrastructure budget categories 

has actually declined since Canada fell into recession. Over 

the crucial period from October 2008 through August 2009, 

stimulus program spending in key infrastructure categories 

that would have directly created new jobs in Canada fell by 

$1.7 billion, compared to the previous year. Despite the Harper 

minority government’s pledge to pump direct stimulus into 

Canada’s beleaguered economy, when we remove tax cuts, 

chart 1 Federal Government Stimulus

Source Budget 2009 and author’s calculations
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free-fall which occurred in the wake of the most acute phase 

of the global financial crisis last autumn has levelled off — Ca-

nadian employment and output are no longer contracting rap-

idly — it is not yet evident that a genuine rebound has begun 

in Canada.

The normal mechanisms of economic expansion in Canada’s 

market economy — where business investment, construction, 

or exports generate multiplied positive impacts on econom-

ic activity through the spending and re-spending of new in-

come — have not been re-established. Available data suggests 

the underlying drivers of private sector growth, especially ex-

ports and business capital investment, are getting weaker, not 

stronger.

This report card on the economic recovery provides an over-

view of the evidence regarding Canada’s economic recovery. 

Work and production are stagnant at best, and still contracting 

in the private sector. The main drivers of future growth in the 

private sector are still contracting significantly. Incomes are 

stagnant; without government transfers they would be falling. 

Consumer spending is just holding on. Credit conditions con-

tinue to tighten, especially for businesses. Prices are falling, a 

sign of continuing profound weakness in demand conditions. If 

this deflationary pattern becomes rooted, it can create a self-

reinforcing contraction in prices and incomes. On the basis 

of all these indicators, it would be dangerously premature to 

conclude that Canada’s economy is now poised for recovery.

Increases in public spending by all levels of government have 

been essential — though not enough — to stabilize the econ-

omy. Continued increase in public spending will be essential 

to stop the economy from shrinking again, and to generate 

sufficient positive momentum that the economy eventually 

becomes able to, once again, autonomously create and sustain 

new jobs and income.

How Economic Expansion Occurs6

About 85% of Canada’s GDP is attributable to the activity of 

private, profit-seeking businesses, so trends in aggregate vari-

ables such as GDP, employment, and income are dominated 

by trends in private sector activity and sentiment. Typically, 

in a market system like Canada’s, injections of initial spending 

power or investment are required in order to get the economic 

ball rolling. This could consist of investments by business in 

new facilities or products, increased demand from abroad for 

Part One: Recovery? What recovery?

Economists and politicians alike have been watching Canada’s 

economic data very closely in recent weeks, searching for signs 

(so-called “green shoots”) of imminent economic recovery. 

After experiencing the largest contraction in nominal GDP 

since the end of World War II, a 50% increase in unemploy-

ment within a year, and unprecedented financial instability, 

Canadians are eager to see signs of a rebound. Political leaders 

and economic officials have a special motive to emphasize the 

bright side of economic affairs, in order to make their govern-

ment look better and to try to promote confidence among 

consumers and businesses. To some degree, positive thinking 

can even become self-fulfilling: if hopes of a stronger economic 

future spur more spending by consumers and businesses, that 

sentiment itself can translate into a turnaround.

Some recent economic reports seem to have given support 

to this growing conviction that recovery has arrived. For exam-

ple, Canada’s GDP grew marginally in June — after 10 consecu-

tive months of decline — but then it shrunk marginally again 

in July. Meanwhile, seasonally adjusted employment grew by 

over 30,000 jobs in September.3 No less an authority than 

Mark Carney, the Governor of Canada’s central bank, declared 

confidently back in July that the recession was already over,4 

and that the process of re-establishing economic expansion 

had begun.

Bolstering the illusion of recovery, Canadian financial mar-

kets have been in full-fledged expansion mode since March 

of this year. The Toronto stock exchange index has climbed 

by over 50% in seven months — its fastest bull market ever, 

creating about a half-trillion dollars worth of shareholder value 

in no time flat. Bank profits have recovered strongly (net after-

tax income totalled over $14 billion over the past four quar-

ters for the Big Five Canadian banks alone), to the point that 

the major Canadian banks are already setting aside billions of 

dollars once again for executive bonuses and other perfor-

mance-based compensation.5 However, this renewed financial 

exuberance should not be mistaken for a recovery in the real 

economy — where working Canadians produce real goods and 

services, distinct from the business of trading in financial as-

sets. Beyond Bay Street and the financial industry, Canada’s 

economic indicators are not so positive.

The cold hard economic reality facing most Canadians has 

not been altered by upbeat financial reports, nor by the hope-

ful exhortations of political and economic officials that the 

worst is over. While it is clear that the frightening economic 
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Real GDP

This is the conventional, narrowest metric for measuring eco-

nomic growth, recession, and recovery. If real GDP falls for 

two quarters, then economists consider the country to have 

experienced a recession. Once it begins growing again, no mat-

ter how fitfully, it is considered to be in recovery. It was on the 

expectation (still not certain) that Canada’s real GDP would 

expand slightly in the third quarter of this year that Mr. Carney 

declared the recession officially over back in July. A tiny uptick 

in real GDP during the month of June (of 0.1%) was the spur 

for this optimistic conclusion.

National GDP fell by 0.9% in the second quarter of this year, 

despite the uptick in June. It then confounded the optimists by 

falling slightly (by less than a tenth of a percentage point) in 

July. Excluding the public sector, which has continued to grow 

throughout the recession, real GDP produced in the private 

sector has been falling more quickly — by 1.1% in the second 

quarter and by almost 6% over the past year. Private sector 

GDP is still falling. Even by this narrowest of measures, there-

fore, it cannot be said the recession is over.

Employment

Total employment in Canada expanded slightly in August, and 

then more significantly (by over 30,000 jobs) in September. 

This growth has been due entirely to increased employment 

in the public sector, including activities such as education and 

health care. Private sector employment has continued to de-

cline. Growth in total employment did not exceed population 

growth, Canada’s employment rate, which measures the pro-

portion of working age Canadians who have work, is still at its 

lowest level of the cycle. The proportion of total employment 

located in contingent or precarious positions (including part-

time work, self-employment, and contract or temporary jobs) 

has increased notably throughout the recession, indicating 

that the quality of jobs (not just their quantity) has declined.

Unemployment

Unemployment shrank in September and the unemployment 

rate fell by 0.3 percentage points for the first time in over a 

year. But this decline in unemployment was mostly due to a 

significant drop in labour force participation, which declined 

to 67.1% of the working age population. The fall in the par-

ticipation rate over the past year is equivalent to the exit of 

over 200,000 Canadians from the labour force. If labour force 

participation had remained at its pre-recession levels, Cana-

Canadian-made goods and services or an expansion in con-

sumer spending on an important product such as new housing.

In the word’s most common usage, a recovery has begun 

once a country’s real GDP has stopped falling and started 

growing — no matter how quickly or slowly, and no matter what 

the composition of that growth. But this technical definition 

of recovery in no way implies that the whole economy is back 

on track. For a true recovery, other qualitative conditions must 

also be met. There must be a sustained source of new initial 

investments or expenditure power to continue stoking the fires 

of expansion. That resulting expansion must be sufficiently vi-

brant to more than keep up with population and productivity 

growth, creating new jobs offsetting the drop in income and 

living standards that was experienced during the recession.

By these criteria, there is no evidence that Canada’s overall 

economy is pulling itself out of recession. Without exception, 

the traditional drivers of private sector expansion (business 

investment, exports, and construction) continue to weaken, 

not strengthen. The decline in private sector activity has been 

partly offset by important and necessary injections of spending 

power from government. Indeed, at this point in time, Canada’s 

public sector — three levels of government, including public 

entities financed by government such as education and health 

care — has become the only engine of growth. So far it is the 

only source of new investment and purchasing power to stimu-

late the second-order spending and job creation needed for 

an economic recovery. This public sector rescue effort was 

not enough to prevent or offset the private sector recession. 

But it has been essential to stabilizing Canada’s economy and, 

without it, Canada would have fallen deeper into recession.

Yet even this significant growth in public spending has 

not yet been sufficient to rekindle generalized growth. More 

backup from the public sector will be required in the months 

to come, unless and until the traditional drivers of economic 

growth in a capitalist economy — investment, exports, and 

construction — start to display vigour again.

Evaluating Canada’s Economic Recovery

This section reviews the state of 10 different critical indica-

tors (summarized in Table 1). The goal is to evaluate whether 

Canada’s economy is recuperating from the recession, on the 

basis of a snapshot of recent relevant statistical data.
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Monthly export data indicate that the slide in export sales 

continues. Canada’s merchandise exports fell another 5% in 

August alone, contributing to the emergence of Canada’s larg-

est monthly trade deficit ever. A combination of deep reces-

sion in the key U.S. market, the rocketing takeoff of Canada’s 

currency (which has soared by 25% against its U.S. counterpart 

since March) and structural weakness in key export industries 

such as automotive products is causing an unprecedented con-

traction in Canadian exports that will certainly continue to 

drag down Canadian economic activity.

Business Investment and Construction

Despite the boom on Bay Street, real business capital spending 

continues to decline rapidly, indicating once again that the hy-

peractive world of finance has very little connection to the real 

work of investment and capital accumulation. Non-residential 

fixed capital spending declined 6.6% in the second quarter and 

has fallen by 11% year over year. For 2009, privatesector capital 

spending is expected to decline by 13% from 2008, according to 

Statistics Canada’s survey of investment intentions. Residential 

da’s unemployment rate would equal 9.5% and would still be 

rising. So while official unemployment abated in September, 

the broader phenomenon of non-employment and under-

employment continues to worsen. From the perspective of 

Canadians’ well-being, seeing the official unemployment rate 

decrease because more Canadians have given up looking for 

work is hardly a sign of optimism and recovery.

Exports

Canada is one of the most tradedependent economies in the 

world. The weakness in Canada’s export performance, which 

pre-dated the onset of the formal recession, has continued 

unabated. Canada’s exports have continued to decline through 

2009, even as the rest of the economy stabilized. Exports of 

goods and services fell by over 8% in the second quarter alone. 

They were down a stunning 27% year over year. Some of that 

decline is due to falling prices for Canadian energy and other 

resource exports. But even in real terms, exports have plunged 

precipitously, by over 5% in the second quarter and over 18% 

year over year.

table 1 Evaluating Canada’s Recovery: Recent Economic Indicators

Indicator Latest Data Notes

Work and Production

1. Real GDP July, 2nd Quarter Total real GDP stagnant. Private sector real GDP falling.

2. Employment September Slight growth total employment. Private sector  
employment falling. No change employment rate.  

3. Unemployment September Unemployment fell in September, mostly due to falling la-
bour force participation.

Drivers of Growth

4. Exports August, 2nd Quarter Exports declining significantly.  
Record merchandise trade deficit.

5. Business Investment 
& Construction

September, 2nd Quarter Business investment fell rapidly in second quarter.  
Home construction fell in September.

Income and Spending

6. Personal Income 2nd Quarter Total personal income stagnant. Excluding government 
transfers, personal income falling.

7. Labour Compensation 2nd Quarter Total labour compensation falling.  
Labour compensation in business sector falling faster.

8. Consumer Spending July, 2nd Quarter Total consumer spending up slightly in second quarter.  
Retail sales down in July.

Credit

9. Business & Household Credit July, August Business credit shrinking. Consumer credit growing slowly.

Inflation & Deflation

10. Price Index September Consumer prices have declined for 4 consecutive months.

See text for specific data citations. All data from Statistics Canada CANSIM database.
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U.S. and some other countries. Perhaps the greater demon-

strated stability of Canadian banking institutions, backed by 

unprecedented government assistance, has been a factor here. 

At any rate, nominal consumer spending grew during the sec-

ond quarter by 0.6%. Consumer confidence is still obviously 

shaky. More recent monthly data on retail sales in Canada in-

dicated a decline in retail spending of 0.6% in July. Even after 

adjusting for the decline in gasoline prices, an important com-

ponent of total spending, real retail spending declined in July.

Credit

New borrowing by consumers and businesses is essential 

to the growth of new spending. Credit conditions were very 

negatively affected by the financial crisis of 2008 and 2009. 

Since then, reductions in interest rates and active measures 

to support Canadian bank lending by government have helped 

to maintain capacity for borrowing by consumers. Consumer 

borrowing in Canada has continued to increase, albeit at one 

of the slowest rates in history (by 0.6% in July). Business credit 

conditions remain very contractionary, however. Total busi-

ness credit declined by 1.3% in August and has fallen by almost 

6% year over year. Credit markets, therefore, currently reveal 

two personalities: consumer borrowing is more robust than 

business borrowing. But consumer borrowing and spending 

alone cannot sustain an entire economy’s growth for long, un-

less and until the underlying engines of growth (like business 

investment) also show positive momentum. Without ongoing 

progress in those core sectors — exports, investment, con-

struction — which traditionally drive privatesector economic 

expansion, continued consumer borrowing and spending will 

only set the stage for a painful day of reckoning in the future, 

once it becomes clear that we were driving a car with no en-

gine, fuelled only by continued injections of consumer debt.

Inflation and Deflation

Consumer prices in Canada are teetering on the edge of defla-

tion. For four consecutive months, Canada’s consumer price 

index has registered a year over year decline. This indicates 

very weak conditions in many consumer markets.Inflation has 

fallen well below the Bank of Canada’s target band, as desper-

ate businesses in many industries cut prices in order to attract 

customers. Falling prices are a consequence of serious reces-

sion, but in turn they can then make the recession worse by 

undermining business investment and exacerbating downward 

pressure on wages and incomes.

construction activity has held up better than business invest-

ment, but shows no clear signs of recovery either: seasonally 

adjusted new housing starts fell in September. Even including 

residential construction, total capital investment fell 3.5% in 

the second quarter and is still shrinking.

Personal Income

To support growing expenditure on the range of goods and 

services which they purchase, households need growing in-

comes. Total nominal personal incomes edged up by 0.1% in 

the second quarter, marking a cumulative year-over-year in-

crease of just 0.3% — the weakest year-over-year growth on 

record. However, a significant increase in government transfer 

payments, including EI benefits, welfare, and pensions, was 

essential to even that miniscule increase in personal income. 

Excluding government transfer income, total personal income 

fell in Canada in the second quarter by 0.4%.

Labour Compensation

Wages, salaries, and other employment compensation are the 

most important source of personal income in Canada. Most 

Canadians depend on employment compensation for the bulk 

of their income and spending. Total nominal labour compensa-

tion has been declining this year, for only the second time in 

Canada’s postwar history.7 Labour compensation in the busi-

ness sector has declined more rapidly, by 1.1% in the second 

quarter and almost 2% year over year.

Consumer Spending

Consumer spending is the largest single component of GDP, 

accounting for over half of all spending. It is rare that con-

sumer spending actually determines the direction of overall 

GDP. Consumer spending tends to respond to trends in the 

underlying engines of growth and job creation — injections of 

spending like business investment, exports, or construction. 

But consumer spending is an important indicator of whether 

strength or weakness in those engines is sufficient to influence 

the momentum of the overall economy. And on rare occasions, 

a sudden shock in consumer sentiment can actually cause a 

recession in its own right. This was not the case with the cur-

rent recession, in which the downturn in consumer spending 

lagged visible weakness in other components of GDP — most 

notably investment and exports.

Consumer spending in Canada has held up more strongly 

through the current recession than has been the case in the 
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over year. Labour compensation in the government sector is 

growing (in contrast to shrinking private sector payrolls), up by 

1.3% in the second quarter and 5% year over year. Government 

has also made a crucial contribution to stabilizing personal in-

comes in Canada through increased transfer payments, which 

grew 3.1% in the second quarter and 7.6% year over year. Even 

the government deficits which are associated with this ramp-

up of public sector activity (causing consternation among fiscal 

hawks) play a useful role during economic contractions: new 

government borrowing is the only source of credit creation to 

support overall spending power in the economy, when private 

sector agents (especially businesses) are reducing their own 

borrowing in the face of the downturn.

In summary, Canada’s broader public sector has provided a 

welcome and necessary boost of spending over the past year, 

partly offsetting the profound weakness in the traditional driv-

ers of privatesector economic expansion, especially business 

investment, exports, and construction. Those public injections 

were not sufficient to prevent recession, but they were es-

sential to level off the downturn. Even more public support 

will be required in the months and years ahead, however, to 

offset the continuing contraction in business investment and 

exports and to fuel a broader, more lasting expansion in the 

aggregate economy.

The federal government is obviously a crucial player in this 

important overall expansion of public sector activity, although 

actions by lower levels of government and by other public 

agencies and serviceproviders are equally crucial). Part two 

of this report will now review in detail the federal govern-

ment’s economic response to the dramatic and painful events 

of the past year.

Evaluating the Public Sector Economy

The one bright light in Canada’s economic performance over 

the past year has been a significant and necessary expansion 

in work, production and investment in Canada’s broader pub-

lic sector (including the activities of federal, provincial, and 

municipal governments, and public agencies and services like 

education and health care). The public sector was relatively im-

mune to the downturn in private sector production and spend-

ing. Even better, governments at all levels have, to varying 

degrees, expanded their own spending and service provision, 

despite the fall in government revenues that accompanied the 

recession, in hopes of offsetting the contraction in the rest of 

the economy.8

For several of the indicators reported in Table 1 for the over-

all Canadian economy, corresponding data is available report-

ing on their recent trend solely within the public sector of the 

economy. These performance indicators are summarized in 

Table 2, and they show that public sector activity, in contrast 

to the recession-mired private sector, is growing. Indeed, the 

public sector has become the only driver of underlying eco-

nomic growth that is presently pushing in a positive direction. 

This makes it all the more important for the public stimulus 

effort to be maintained well into the future.

Public sector GDP and employment have increased steadily 

throughout the last year. Without those public sector gains, 

total GDP and employment would be continuing to decline. 

Public purchases of goods and services grew 1.5% in the second 

quarter and by over 5% year over year. Public sector employ-

ment grew another 1.1% in September, reaching over 3.4 million 

Canadians. Public sector investment spending has also grown 

strongly: up by 2.1% in the second quarter and by 12.8% year 

table 2 Evaluating Canada’s Public Sector Performance: Recent Economic Indicators

Indicator Latest Data Notes

Work and Production

Real GDP July, 2nd Quarter Public sector real GDP has grown steadily.

Employment September Public sector employment has grown steadily.

Drivers of Growth

Investment 2nd Quarter Government investment spending up 12.8% year over year.

Income and Spending

Personal Income 2nd Quarter Government transfers grew in second quarter,  
preventing a decline in total personal income.

Labour Compensation 2nd Quarter Labour compensation in government sector has grown.

Credit

Government Borrowing 2nd Quarter Government borrowing helping to offset de-leveraging in private sector.
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In sharp contrast to this quick and powerful financial res-

cue, the Harper minority government dragged its heels on a 

fiscal stimulus intervention for the real economy for four long 

months after Canada plunged into recession. Even then, the 

Harper minority government acted only once its back was up 

against an electoral wall, facing a coalition of opposition par-

ties who had lost confidence in the minority government’s 

ability to steer the economy through rough waters. Harper’s 

February 2009 announced stimulus package amounted to $18 

billion for 2009–10.9 This pales in comparison to the poten-

tial $200 billion financial sector bailout and falls well short 

of the International Monetary Fund’s recommendation that 

governments around the world inject fiscal stimulus equal to 

at least 2% of GDP to protect their citizens from the worst 

of the economic crisis. Now, however, it’s not even clear that 

those announced funds are being spent as quickly, or in as 

large amounts, as promised. Concrete data on federal spending 

since the recession hit indicate that federal spending is grow-

ing only modestly, especially on infrastructure projects and 

other direct programs that would provide the most direct and 

powerful boost to output and employment. By some measures, 

the Harper minority government’s spending on infrastructure 

Part Two: Not Up To The Task:  
The Federal Government’s Response  
to Canada’s Economic Crisis

Like the Great Depression, the worldwide economic crash of 

2008 that has thrown Canada into the worst recession since 

World War II was precipitated by a major crisis in the financial 

sector. While banks and financial companies were imploding in 

the U.S. and elsewhere, the contagion effects of globally inte-

grated financial markets were also putting the Canadian finan-

cial system under stress. Meanwhile, Prime Minister Stephen 

Harper was insisting to the world that Canada’s banks were 

sound, even as his minority government was handing them one 

of the biggest industry support packages in Canadian history.

Canada’s bank intervention came in mid-October 2008, 

just as the nation was plunging into recession. Unprecedented 

in its scale and in its swiftness, this extraordinary interven-

tion provided banks with cash by purchasing their residential 

mortgages, and finding other ways to provide liquidity. The 

potential value of the mortgage program alone is $125 billion 

or 8% of GDP. Together with other initiatives, the potential 

government support for Canada’s ostensibly sound financial 

sector totalled $200 billion.

table 3 Evaluating the Federal Government’s Response to the Economic Crisis

Indicator Description

1. Bank intervention Since October 2008 the federal government has funded $65.5 billion worth of residential mort-
gages, and provided other massive financial support to the banking and financial industries.

2. Monetary stimulus The Bank of Canada’s key interest rate is now close to zero and the Bank has taken unconven-
tional measures to expand credit and the money supply.

3.  Fiscal stimulus spending 
since the financial crisis

Net infrastructure stimulus spending that can directly create jobs contracted by $1.7 billion in 
the period from October 2008 to August 2009 (compared to year-earlier levels).

4.  Getting stimulus  
“out the door”

Net infrastructure stimulus program spending grew by only $1.9 billion in the first five months 
of this fiscal year (from April through August 2009), compared to year-earlier levels. This 
amounts to only 22% of the $8.4 billion in new spending that was allocated to these expendi-
ture areas in this year’s budget.

5. Stimulus timing With so little money spent before the summer, most projects won’t get started until  
next year.

6.  Keeping pace  
with U.S. stimulus

U.S. federal spending has increased at seven times the rate of Canadian federal spending during 
the first half of this year.

7.  Spending all the  
stimulus money

Green projects don’t even have “committed” status. Projects may run long because of delays 
and have their funding cut.

8.  Stimulus report  
transparency

Simple data like total spent, projects funded, and total jobs created to date are not publicly 
available.

9.  Protecting  
the unemployed

Government EI changes have had not enough impact in allowing unemployed Canadians to ac-
cess the EI system; most unemployed Canadians still receive no benefits.

10. Protecting seniors Despite significant concern about pension plan viability and lost incomes to pensioners as a 
result of the financial crisis, no meaningful pension reforms have been implemented.
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were put into place to ensure that the banks were, in fact, 

parlaying this assistance into increased lending to households 

and businesses, it is difficult to know whether this goal was 

achieved. Business credit has contracted since the financial 

rescue package was delivered. Consumer credit has continued 

to grow, but at a historically slow rate.

Monetary Stimulus

Almost immediately after the financial collapse, the Bank of 

Canada began lowering its key lending rate in order to stimu-

late the imploding economy. Following the lead of the U.S. 

Federal Reserve, the Bank cut its rate from 3% to 0.25% be-

tween September 2008 and April 2009. This near-zero rate is 

the lowest in Canadian history.

In an unprecedented move to jawbone down long-term in-

terest rates, it pledged — barring the return of inflation — to 

keep its main rate at that level until the middle of 2010. (As 

noted above, the greater threat at the moment is deflation, 

not inflation.) The Bank has also indicated that it is prepared to 

employ quantitative easing measures if necessary by increas-

ing the reserve base of the central bank, which leads to an 

expansion of deposits at the banks and in the money supply.

The Bank of Canada recently raised the possibility of inter-

vening in the foreign exchange market to bring down the dollar 

which, driven by financial market speculation, has appreciated 

dramatically relative to the U.S. dollar in recent months (by 

over 25% since March). Canada’s currency has soared against 

the U.S. dollar by more than twice as much as the trade-weight-

ed average of all global currencies. The Bank of Canada and 

the federal government must address the seriously overvalued 

Canadian dollar, which is threatening economic recovery and 

causing a further slide in Canadian exports.

Finally, the Bank of Canada’s continued focus solely on a 2% 

inflation target is too rigid. It should broaden its policy goals to 

include employment and economic growth along with inflation 

as near term objectives.

Canada’s Fiscal Stimulus Measures

Not all fiscal stimulus measures are created equal. Some have 

a more powerful effect on the economy than others.

Tax cuts, especially broad-based tax cuts, have a relatively 

weak stimulus effect. In bad economic times households are 

stimulus most likely to directly create new jobs has actually 

declined since the onset of the recession last fall.

This section of the report reviews 10 different dimensions of 

the federal government’s response to the economic crisis (sum-

marized in Table 3). In the financial arena, the government’s 

response was immediate and powerful — consisting mainly of 

an unprecedented effort to support Canada’s banks, which 

remained highly profitable throughout the downturn. But in 

the real economy, the federal response was much slower and 

stingier. As a result, Ottawa has not lived up to its responsibil-

ity to protect Canadians, to the fullest extent possible, from 

the ravages of a recession which originated in the irrational 

and immoral actions of the private financial system.

Canada’s Financial Sector Bailout

Since October 2008, the Harper minority government has 

purchased $65.5 billion worth of residential mortgages from 

Canadian banks and auctions are continuing to a promised 

potential maximum of $125 billion.

The amount of funds marshalled to provide liquidity to the 

banks is staggering. The intervention is so significant that the 

Harper minority government has effectively funded all net 

new mortgages in Canada since August 2008.10 The federal 

government now owns approximately 7% of all Canadian resi-

dential mortgages.

The public purchasing of bank mortgages started on Oct 16, 

2008, within a month of the onset of the financial crisis. By the 

New Year, the government had already purchased $25 billion 

worth of mortgages from the banks, which is the equivalent 

of almost the entire value of the fiscal stimulus package for 

2009, including provincial contributions.

The Bank of Canada created several additional loan facilities 

to channel funds to financial firms, including Term Purchase 

and Resale Agreements, as well as a Term Loan Facility, which 

allowed firms to borrow from the Bank using a variety of fi-

nancial assets as collateral.

The scale of Canada’s financial intervention left no doubt 

that the Harper minority government had the capacity and 

will to marshal extraordinary resources to support a financial 

sector under stress.

Although the government’s purported goal in providing the 

financial support package was to enable banks to increase lend-

ing to households and businesses, virtually no conditions were 

attached to the assistance. Since no reporting requirements 
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announced that doubling later as stimulus spending, that could 

hardly be called net new stimulus.

In order to determine if the government is in fact spending 

the stimulus dollars it promised, we look at the net increases 

in spending to make sure they aren’t cutting elsewhere. We 

exclude pre-announced spending increases so we are capturing 

only the net new stimulus spending. We also look for stimu-

lus spending in areas where the government has promised 

to spend it. If there is a department, like defence, where the 

government has not announced stimulus spending, we do not 

count an increase in such spending as net new stimulus spend-

ing. We include all program spending, with few exceptions.

Tax cuts and increases in transfers to Canadians through EI 

and elder benefits can be implemented almost immediately 

and, for the most part, they were. In fact, tax revenues are 

down significantly since last year, in part due to changes in-

troduced in Budget 2009.

Infrastructure spending is not an automatic stabilizer like 

EI that reacts immediately to economic difficulties. Infrastruc-

ture spending requires planning but it is the most effective 

at creating jobs and can be delivered far more quickly than it 

has been to date.

By infrastructure we mean physical infrastructure (such as 

building new affordable housing), but also social infrastructure 

like training for the unemployed. Federal departments are also 

included, since they make up a critical part of federal social 

infrastructure in the programs and services they deliver. We 

include programs like First Nations infrastructure, affordable 

housing construction, university building rehabilitation and 

other direct programs as outlined in Table 6.

While Employment Insurance is an automatic stabilizer that 

kicks in without need for additional planning on the govern-

ment’s part, the extensive new training programs proposed in 

Budget 2009 do not commence automatically. Instead, putting 

these new training programs in place requires planning and 

getting the $1.3 billion dollars out the door will be challenging. 

As such, EI training is included as social infrastructure while 

the EI payments as automatic stabilizers are excluded.

Sectoral financial assistance like the automotive loans and 

the massive banking intervention are helpful to those indus-

tries and likely preserved jobs, however they are not infra-

structure related. Such sectoral supports have been excluded 

to focus more specifically on infrastructure spending both 

physical and social.11

more likely to save their tax cuts, pay down debts or even buy 

imports rather than spend that money immediately on goods 

and services produced in Canada. As a result, the jobs created 

by tax cut measures are relatively small.

Improved access to Employment Insurance (EI) is a more 

powerful stimulus because it is directed toward workers who 

have lost their jobs and are therefore more likely to spend 

their EI benefits in their local community. It also helps protect 

households from economic freefall during recession.

When financial markets are contracting, and both businesses 

and households are clamping down on spending, government 

is the only actor left to stimulate the economy and prevent a 

further downslide. The most powerful thing governments can 

do in the event of a recession is to directly spend money in the 

Canadian economy by expanding physical or social infrastruc-

ture, whether that is by building bridges or expanding staffing 

at hospitals. This type of spending requires more planning and, 

if structured poorly, can experience significant lag times. The 

challenge is to get stimulus money out the door, spending it 

on real production and employment, in a hurry. If done right, 

infrastructure stimulus spending is most likely to directly cre-

ate new jobs and can make a powerful difference at a time 

when the economy needs it most.

However, when it comes to expediting Canada’s stimulus 

promises, the Harper minority government has fallen far short. 

Canada’s recession started a year ago. The Harper minority 

government’s bank intervention was introduced rapidly, in 

mid-October 2008, almost a month to the day after the stock 

market crash. In November, the Harper minority government 

had an opportunity to introduce fiscal stimulus measures to 

secure the real economy, through its much anticipated fall eco-

nomic and fiscal statement. But it did not do so. Once forced 

by the opposition coalition, the Harper minority government fi-

nally introduced its stimulus plan in its 2009 budget, at the end 

of January. Most measures were to be implemented beginning 

April 1st, 2009 — nine long months after recession struck home.

The Harper minority government committed to Canadians 

to stimulate the economy with different types of new spend-

ing. In this section, we examine the government’s net new 

stimulus infrastructure spending — new money that had not 

previously been committed. For instance, if the government 

decided to build new affordable housing with one part of its 

budget but then cancelled community centre construction to 

save that money on the other, one could hardly call that net 

new stimulus spending. As well, if the government announced 

last year that it was going to double the gas tax and then re-
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change in spending is included. After all, federal departments 

perform a vital role in delivering services to Canadian and make 

up an important part of Canada’s social infrastructure.

Table 4 examines the net change in infrastructure stimulus 

spending between the stock market crash (and the beginning 

of the massive Canadian bank intervention) in October 2008, 

to the most recently available data from August 2009. Program 

spending is compared to the same eleven-month period in the 

previous year.

The change in net Infrastructure Stimulus Spending over 

the past year — highlighted in Table 4 — is surprising. Net In-

frastructure Stimulus Spending from October 2008 to August 

2009 declined by $1.652 billion compared to the previous year. 

The drop reflects reductions in federal department and agency 

spending starting in October 2008, at the same time the stock 

market crashed and recession hit home.

The conclusion: during the worst worldwide recession the 

world has seen since the Second World War, the Harper mi-

nority government oversaw an actual net decline in its Infra-

structure Stimulus Spending. In terms of recession-fighting 

expenditures, the Harper government took a troubling pro-

cyclical position.

Getting Stimulus Out the Door

The preceding table summarizes the change in net infrastruc-

ture stimulus spending from the worst phase of the financial 

crisis last autumn. Here we examine net infrastructure stimulus 

These are the criteria for evaluating whether the Harper 

minority government is keeping its infrastructure stimulus 

promises that have the strongest job creating potential:

1. Exclude spending with weak job creating effects like tax cuts 

and transfers to persons;

2. Examine net spending to capture hidden cuts in other areas;

3. Exclude areas where the government says it is not spending 

stimulus dollars, like defence;

4. Exclude pre-existing funding increases, like the doubling of 

the gas tax transfers to cities and pre-announced increases 

in the Canada Social and Health transfers to the provinces;

5. Exclude sectoral support like the automotive loans that, 

while helpful, are not considered infrastructure stimulus 

spending and do not directly stimulate new jobs and eco-

nomic activity.

Once we take federal government program spending and 

follow the above rules to focus on the direct job creating por-

tion of the stimulus package we arrive at a measure which 

we call Infrastructure Stimulus Spending. This measure is the 

residual left over from Total Program spending once the above 

screen has been applied. It includes increases in government 

spending due to physical infrastructure, but it will also capture 

increases in social infrastructure, such as spending on training.

Infrastructure Stimulus Spending also captures net changes 

in federal departmental spending. For instance, if a depart-

ment’s budget is cut to pay for a stimulus program, only the net 

table 4 Federal Government Net Infrastructure Stimulus Spending, October to August

Fiscal Monitor Heading ($Mil)
October 07  

to August 08
October 08  

to August 09
Net Change from  

previous year

Total Program Expenses 185,508 200,717 15,209

Excluded Items

Automotive Industry Loans 0 7,567 7,567

Total Transfers to Persons 54,014 60,508 6,494

Health and Social Transfers to the Provinces 29,619 31,531 1,912

Doubling of Gas Tax Transfer to Municipalities 0 677 677

Transfers to Defence 17,121 17,332 211

Total Excluded Items 100,754 117,615 16,861

Net Change in Infrastructure stimulus spend-
ing (Total Program Expenses — Excluded Items)

84,754 83,102 -1,652

Source The Fiscal Monitor
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The money may well be allocated in the 2009–10 fiscal year, 

but the vast majority of the projects will not begin until the 

2010 building season. With such a substantial delay, a criti-

cal window to offset rising unemployment — at a time when 

Canada needed it most — was missed. Statistics Canada data 

indicates that construction employment continued to decline 

in Canada through July, and only began to rebound modestly 

in August and September. This indicates the Harper govern-

ment’s infrastructure stimulus plan missed most of the spring 

and summer building season.

Canada’s stimulus program needed to get money out the 

door fast, with as few unnecessary restrictions and hurdles 

as possible, to ensure shovel-ready projects were breaking 

ground in the spring rather than late summer — almost a full 

year after recession thundered in. But instead of speedy action, 

job creation spending was initially delayed by the political she-

nanigans of last fall, and then by an unnecessarily cumbersome 

bureaucratic structure created to oversee the spending. The 

Harper minority government could have used more efficient 

mechanisms to rapidly transfer stimulus dollars to municipali-

ties, who were better positioned to spend the funds, investing 

in projects where needed. Instead, Harper required the vast 

majority of funds to be matched by other levels of govern-

ments as part of a bureaucratic process of needless red tape 

that compounded Canada’s economic slump. Delayed imple-

mentation was the result of active decision making and not 

due to natural lag times.

spending from April 2009 (the start of the government’s fis-

cal year, when the 2009 budget came into effect) until August 

2009, which is the most recently available data. The imple-

mentation of stimulus was unnecessarily delayed in the fall 

of 2008, as the Harper government initially denied there was 

a problem at all. Once the government decided, in the face 

of opposition pressure, to proceed with a stimulus plan, the 

question became: how quickly could it do so?

Table 5 highlights the same items reported in Table 4. How-

ever, the time frame in Table 5 corresponds to the start of the 

federal government’s fiscal year in April. As Table 5 illustrates, 

only a net $1.9 billion has been spent in Infrastructure Stimu-

lus Spending since April 2009. This is a better performance 

than over the longer period (from October to August), when 

net infrastructure stimulus spending actually declined. How-

ever, given the stimulus promises laid out in Budget 2009, the 

increase in spending since April has been disturbingly small.

As Table 6 illustrates, the Harper government promised to 

direct $8.4 billion in 2009–10 into the same program spend-

ing areas which we included in our measure of Infrastructure 

Stimulus Spending: the budget areas which have the most pow-

erful job creating effects. However, as Table 7 shows, with net 

infrastructure stimulus spending of only $1.9 billion by the end 

of August 2009, only 22% of the $8.4 billion budgeted increase 

in job creating stimulus dollars for 2009–10 had been spent.

There does not appear to have been a significant push to get 

job-creating infrastructure stimulus dollars into the hands of 

provinces and municipalities before the summer construction 

season. Few projects were even started in summer of 2009. 

table 5 Federal Government Net Infrastructure Stimulus Spending, April to August

Fiscal Monitor Heading ($mil)
April 07  

to August 08
April 08  

to August 09
Net Change  

from previous year

Total Program Expenses 81,979 97,237 15,258

Excluded Items

Automotive Industry Loans 0 7,567 7,567

Total Transfers to Persons 24,403 28,395 3,992

Health and Social Transfers to the Provinces 13,828 14,798 970

Doubling of the Gas Tax Transfer to Municipalities 0 481 481

Transfers to Defence 7,279 7,673 394

Total Excluded Items 45,510 58,914 13,404

Net Change in Infrastructure Stimulus Spending 
(Total Program Expenses — Excluded Items)

36,469 38,323 1,854

Source The Fiscal Monitor
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stead, in this section all government spending is considered 

(for both countries) with the exception of tax cuts. To ensure 

comparability, we use national accounts data from the two 

countries (rather than official budget reports).

Table 8 illustrates that compared to the U.S. federal govern-

ment, the Canadian federal government’s effort to increase 

expenditures and stimulate the economy has been far less 

ambitious and timely. In terms of the rate of growth of total 

spending, Americans are outpacing Canadians 7 to 1. In trans-

fers to lower levels of governments (states, provinces and 

municipalities), they are outpacing Canadians 10 to 1. In the 

growth of transfers to individuals for programs like EI and se-

niors programs, U.S. federal spending is growing three times 

Keeping Pace With U.S. Stimulus

The American stimulus package was passed within a month 

of the Canadian budget and within mere weeks of President 

Barack Obama taking office.12 It provides a benchmark against 

which Canadians can evaluate their own stimulus package 

progress. Tables 4 and 5 focused directly on net Infrastructure 

Stimulus Spending in Canada (stripping out other forms of gov-

ernment spending that have less impact on actual production 

and employment). A comparable decomposition of spending 

in the U.S. is more difficult. While the analysis of Canadian 

infrastructure stimulus spending excludes specific items like 

EI, our comparison with the U.S. stimulus effort does not. In-

table 6 Infrastructure Stimulus Programs from Budget 2009

Program ($Mil) 2009–10

Green Infrastructure Fund 200

Increase in Building Canada Fund for municipalities 250

Faster payments on Base Funding initiative 495

Infrastructure stimulus 2,000

Recreational Stimulus 275

Rural Broadband 100

Federal Infrastructure (ports, bridges, roads) 462

First Nations Infrastructure 260

First Nations Housing 200

First Nations Health/family services 142

Aboriginal Skills training 70

University infrastructure & research 1,186

Health Infogateway 500

Energy Efficient in Homes 150

Renovate Social Housing 500

Housing for Low Income Seniors 200

Housing for those with Disabilities 25

Northern Housing 100

EI training 875

Other job training/apprenticeship/credentials 370

Total 8,360

Source Budget 2009

table 7 Percentage of Net Infrastructure Stimulus Spending spent as of August 2009

Item Source Value

Net Change in Infrastructure Stimulus Spending, April 2009 to August 2009 Table 5 $1.854 Billion

Budgeted Increase in Infrastructure Stimulus Spending, Fiscal 2009–10 Table 6 $8.360 Billion

Percentage of Net Infrastructure Stimulus budget increase spent as of August 2009 Calculated ratio 22%
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nition of committed may mean as little as a sign going up or 

a project being featured in a taxpayer funded television com-

mercial. More information is needed for a complete evaluation.

Spending All of the Stimulus Money

When it unveiled its economic stimulus budget, the Harper 

minority government stipulated that any allocated monies not 

spent within two years would be cut off and recouped. With 

year-long delays resulting from political shenanigans and un-

necessary bureaucratic restrictions, Canadians should be con-

cerned that significant portions of promised stimulus dollars 

may in fact never be spent. This may be setting the stage for 

the Harper government to announce a convenient fiscal “sur-

prise” some time in the future: if stimulus funds are delayed 

and eventually clawed back, then future budget deficits could 

come in significantly lower than currently anticipated. But this 

would not be testimony to the virtues of prudent fiscal man-

agement. It would represent a phony achievement, attained on 

the backs of Canadians who remained unemployed as a result 

of needless delays in delivering necessary stimulus.

As noted above, the Harper government’s definition of 

which stimulus funds have been actually committed is vague. 

Worse yet, in one notable area funds have not even been com-

mitted: green infrastructure. The two green infrastructure 

stimulus areas announced in the budget total $400 million. 

So far only $7 million has actually been committed.14 There 

appears to be no plan for how to invest in this area that is so 

critical to sustainable economic growth in the future.

Protecting the Unemployed15

Much of the debate around the stimulus package and through-

out the summer of 2009 centred on how Employment Insur-

faster than Canada. Only in the purchase of goods and services 

is Canada even in the ballpark, although we are still boosting 

our spending slower than the Americans as of the middle of 

2009.

It is certainly true that America’s recession has been more 

severe than Canada’s (not surprising given its greater exposure 

to sub-prime lending problems and other financial problems. 

As a result, the U.S. needed an especially large and powerful 

stimulus effort to stem the economic freefall. However, Can-

ada’s government had a responsibility to move as quickly and 

powerfully as possible to protect Canadian jobs and incomes. 

This evidence indicates Canada’s federal stimulus effort has 

been both weak and slow compared to the U.S. effort.

Stimulus Reporting Transparency

On the issue of transparency, Canada can also learn from its 

American neighbours. Under the terms of the American Re-

covery and Reinvestment Act, extremely detailed information 

is publicly available regarding specific projects that have been 

supported by the stimulus program, the timing and amounts 

of spending, and the resulting economic effects, such as job 

creation. This allows Americans to find out where and how 

government funds are being spent and to identify the sup-

ported projects that could benefit them.13

Unlike the American model, however, Canadians still do 

not have access to basic information about the government’s 

stimulus spending, such as how much money has been spent 

and how many jobs have been created. These simple measures 

are updated weekly in the U.S. and in other countries. Unfor-

tunately, Canadians are left to guess about how their govern-

ment’s money is being spent — if, in fact, it is being spent at all.

So far the Harper minority government’s reporting on the 

roll-out of its stimulus effort has revealed how much of the 

money has been committed, not what has been spent. Its defi-

table 8 Growth of federal government spending, First half of 2009 (percent change compared to first half of 2008)

Canada US

Total spending 2.11% 14.48%

Purchases of goods and services 5.14% 5.85%

Transfer payments to individuals 4.70% 12.86%

Transfer payments to lower levels of government 2.07% 20.83%

Source Author’s calculation from Statistics Canada Income and Expenditure Accounts (CANSIM Table 380–0007) and Bureau of Economic Analysis National 
Income and product Accounts (Table 3.2). Figures compare nominal federal government expenditures, seasonally adjusted at annual rates.
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Despite the incremental expansion of benefit rules, the grim 

reality is that half of Canada’s officially unemployed individuals 

have been left without regular EI protection in the midst of a 

terrible recession. This compares starkly to unemployment eli-

gibility in previous recessions, before the punitive changes to 

the system which were implemented in the early 1990s, when 

80% or more of unemployed Canadians qualified for benefits.16

Protecting Seniors

The stock market crash of September 2008 has highlighted 

the fragility of the pension system that Canadians rely on. 

Canadians who are members of pension plans have been put 

at risk due to last year’s financial meltdown; many defined 

benefit plans are badly underfunded, and this translates into 

big cuts in pension income when troubled companies go out 

of business (as occurred with Nortel, AbitibiPrice, and other 

failed companies). Canadians who rely on defined contribution 

or RRSP-style programs face even more severe risks; their pen-

sion incomes fell immediately in line with the financial down-

turn. Meanwhile, the majority of working Canadians simply 

have no workplace pension benefits at all, and hence must rely 

solely on public plans and their personal savings. Currently 

only 38% of employed Canadians have a workplace pension 

plan, down from 45% in 1992.17

Employers are moving away from defined benefit plans and 

towards defined contribution plans, placing all of the risks for 

future benefits squarely on the shoulders of employees. For 

those without a workplace pension plan, government programs 

such as the Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP) and 

ance should be fixed to cushion the blow for the hundreds of 

thousands of Canadians who have lost their jobs in the reces-

sion. In the last year the ranks of Canada’s officially unem-

ployed grew by 420,000 people. The Harper minority govern-

ment did increase the number of weeks that some unemployed 

workers could collect benefits in the 2009 budget, but that 

measure fell far short of what was needed. Hundreds of thou-

sands of newly unemployed Canadians have not even qualified 

for EI as the recession worsened, due to outdated restrictions 

that should have been changed long ago.

To qualify for the full extension of benefits approved earlier 

this year, Canadians must have been employed and paying 

30% of the maximum annual contribution for 12 of the last 15 

years. Even Canadians who have been steadily employed for 

a long time and have not claimed EI for the past five or more 

years may not qualify for the maximum duration of help. If they 

worked part-time or casual hours (the plight of many Canadi-

ans who are still waiting for a full-time opening) they may fall 

short of strict hours requirements and hence are left to fend 

for themselves in this recession. Moreover, the decision to 

deny extended benefits to so-called “repeat users” introduces 

a dangerous deserving versus undeserving dimension into our 

EI system: it’s not the unemployed worker’s fault if they have 

been laid off more than once.

The percentage of officially unemployed Canadians eligible 

for EI benefits was slightly less than 50% as of July 2009 — up 

from 43% in October 2008 (see Table 9). Some of this change 

in the percentage of unemployed receiving EI benefits was 

due to the 2009 budget’s extension of benefit weeks for some 

unemployed. But much more must be done.

table 9 Monthly EI Beneficiaries

Month Unemployed (1000s)
EI Beneficiaries receiving  

regular benefits (1000s)
% of Unemployed receiving  

Regular EI Benefits

2008/10 1151.5 491 42.6%

2008/11 1170.8 506.3 43.2%

2008/12 1210.1 536.73 44.4%

2009/01 1310.1 560.4 42.8%

2009/02 1415.9 616.12 43.5%

2009/03 1456.6 681.41 46.8%

2009/04 1464.6 713.07 48.7%

2009/05 1548.4 778.65 50.3%

2009/06 1591.9 819.21 51.5%

2009/07 1583 787.71 49.8%
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it would be plain wrong. By a broad range of indicators Canada 

is still in recession, and the only actor able to help pull the 

nation out of recession at this point continues to be govern-

ment. The federal government’s actions in the past year were 

swift and hearty when the financial sector was in need, but 

they were tepid and tardy when out-of-work Canadians were 

in need. Promised stimulus spending on the most direct and 

powerful job creating vehicle available — the expansion of Can-

ada’s physical and social infrastructure — paled dramatically in 

comparison to the financial sector bailout, and continues to 

fall far short of what’s needed. 

The story doesn’t end there. For Canada to pull itself out 

of recession and re-emerge into a robust and sustainable eco-

nomic recovery, the federal government will have to expand 

its support even further. It will have to increase the amount 

of infrastructure stimulus spending needed to save and cre-

ate jobs, and it will have to ensure that stimulus spending gets 

out the door in a more timely fashion than it has to date. The 

good news is that if the federal government actually rises to 

the occasion, Canada will be poised for an economic recovery 

that could be led by massive investments in valuable public 

services ranging from roads, bridges, and transit expansion to 

housing, child care, postsecondary education and health care 

improvements. In other words, a “silver lining” to this recession 

could be that it leads to the most substantial investment by 

one generation in the wellbeing of the next that Canada has 

seen in decades. Spurred by recession, the government could 

finally take care of business that has long been neglected but 

that is essential for Canada to remain economically competi-

tive on an international stage for decades to come. But the 

federal government needs to act now, and its actions need to 

be far bolder than it has been to date. 

the new Tax Free Savings Account (TFSA) further encourage 

a “do it yourself” approach to retirement savings. With a tight 

linkage between RRSP values and the general stock market, 

the September 2008 crash has exposed the fallacy that stock 

prices always go up. Canadians are expected to be financial 

wizards: nimbly investing their hard-earned money when even 

the experts cannot predict or control rapid stock market de-

velopments.

To further complicate the situation, Canadians used only 

6% of the RRSP room available to them in 2007, with more 

than two-thirds of Canadians contributing nothing at all to an 

RRSP.18 Such a miniscule uptake essentially guarantees that 

the new Tax Free Savings Account will, with the exception of 

a wealthy minority, have little effect on Canadians’ retirement 

savings. It also underscores the inadequacy of pension sav-

ings for the majority of Canadians — a problem that will not 

quietly go away.

The government did increase the Age Credit amount, which 

will benefit low- and middle-income seniors. However, increas-

ing Old Age Security (OAS) payments and the Guaranteed In-

come Supplement (GIS), which would have helped low-income 

seniors, were excluded from the 2009 budget.

Conclusion

This report examines key indicators to assess whether Canada 

has entered a phase of economic recovery and whether the 

federal government’s efforts to stem the worst of the reces-

sion have been effective. Since Canada’s private sector is not 

bouncing back from last year’s economic shock, it would be 

more than optimistic to call the nation in recovery yet. In fact, 
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2009 pg. 13. Total residential mortgage credit has expanded from 
$877,415 million in August 2008 to $935,176 in July 2009. An 
expansion of $57,761 million or slightly less than the $65.5 billion 
the federal government has spent purchasing NHA MBS over that 
period.

2 2009 Budget, Pg 30.

3 Actual employment declined in September, as it does every 
September when students go back to school. Only by seasonally 
adjusting the data did the reported increase in employment 
“appear.” In reality, the data indicates that employment did not 
decline quite as much in September as it usually does.

4 “Recession is over, Bank of Canada says,” cbcnews.ca, July 23 
2009.

5 The six largest banks have set aside $6.4 billion for performance 
bonuses during the first three quarters of the current fiscal year; 
“What recession? Bonuses swell at Big Six banks,” by Andrew Willis, 
The Globe and Mail, September 10 2009.

6 Throughout this report, we refer to statistical data regarding 
the growth of real GDP as an indicator of whether the economy 
is expanding or contracting. This is not to imply that growth in 
itself is the goal of economic policy, nor that the presence of 
growth indicates a healthy economy. In addition to stimulating new 
employment and opportunity, economic policy must also strive to 
regulate economic growth in order to maximize its social benefits 
and minimize its environmental consequences.

7 The only other occasion when nominal labour compensation 
declined was in the third quarter of 1982.

8 The federal government’s performance in this regard is evaluated 
in detail below in the second half of this report.

9 2009 Budget, Pg 30.
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